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Abstract
Kristianstad city is one of the lowers cities in Sweden as The Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency
(Herbring and Näslund-Landenmark 2011) reports, the city is one of the highest cities at risk of flooding
in Sweden. The water flooding problem is one of the important problems related to sustainable goals
defined by the UN as 2030 agenda under SDGs Goals: Goal 6: Clean water and sanitation. Kristianstad
municipality wants to ensure that they get alert of forecasting floods in the city and watch the volume of
the water level in the city. The need for an alert system with intelligent solutions was the target. Machine
learning technology as a good choice to make prediction models that learning and forecast result for
future days help to achieve the goal, the system developed in using TensorFlow technology with Neural
Network the chosen was the best learning way and that appear with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
after proving that the regression models are failed to predict good result and the relation is very weak. In
terms of performance the models were chosen by looking to mean square error in all of the models in
each sensor used to check the water value. The (LSTM) gives very good results for forecasting for 10
days depending on the historical data for three months past, then all result saves to be used in the front
end in the database as even data for future study. The alert system front end shows the water level and
the past water level for 10 days and future 10 days, and if the water level is in the risk level the alert will
be shown to the users.
The research question of how the data can be collected and analysed, and what algorithm can be used
in terms of performance has been proved in this work. The data that collected from the municipality was
also the target of this work and how we can collect and work with this data.
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Introduction

Background
Kristianstad city is located below sea level and has high groundwater, which can easily

cause floods in both property owners and communities with a lot of damage in buildings

both physically and financially. Kristianstad municipality wants to ensure that water

level does not pass their treatment levels. The municipality by using sensors and smart

digital technology, they take control of the flows of the water from the ground level, sea

level, and water level. The municipality has placed a large number of sensors in selected

places around the city that build a network to detect and report what happened in the

water supply and sewerage network. All those sensors' data are processed in their data

portal and then become visible for the citizens in the city to view the result in their

portal, by analysing that result, the citizens and the municipality staff can take actions to

save the city from the flooding effect and reducing the volume of the water in different

places to minimize the water flows in the city.

The water levels are affected directly by rainfall in the city where the water level

becomes high and can pass the risk level, there is also some connection between the sea

level and canals level. The floods problem leads to many other related problems like the

public baths in the city, or canals close to the city. These problems are not unique to

Kristianstad but occur throughout Sweden.

Purpose

The water flooding problem is one of the important problems that related to sustainable

goals defined by the UN as 2030 agenda under SDGs Goals: Goal 6: Clean water and

sanitation by solving the problem, we can test or develop a good and suitable AI/ML

algorithm then justifies it and analysing, collecting data from the municipality we can

help the researchers and Kristianstad municipality to achieve the main goal to build an
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alert system of flooding based on the pattern modelling of water level and forecast

weather rainfall, furthermore, we can see the target as big as Sweden and all world.

Research questions

This project can help researchers and Kristianstad municipality to answer some
questions:

1. Make a feasibility study on how to do data analysis and what data is
collected from the municipality.

2. Test / develop various AI/ML algorithms, then implement an event
forecasting software to send an alert about flooding, justify the choice of
AI/ML algorithm.

3. How does the sensor work and what data is provided that helps for
developing ML models?

4. To find a way to analyse, connecting the data to developing the MLs?

Besides, by answering this question we can come to a good AI/ML algorithm that can

be used to solve the problem.

Method

There are two main parts to complete the project in academic methodology: First a
literature review for some master thesis and articles. Second, an experiment of the
result. We will use a literature review and experiment.

1. Literature review: By reviewing the paper and articles, we can get a good
understanding of what has already been done to get knowledge about the problem.

2. Algorithm development and performance analysis: by doing data collection,
analysis, developing the ML models, and as a result, an experiment by
implementing different algorithms and testing the result we do a comparison on
them using the municipality data and check the best performance.

Ethical considerations
The most important ethical that considering in this thesis are:

- The system should not harm the citizens and municipality.
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- The information and the data that is collected from the municipality is secure.

- The confidentiality of the project should be addressed as very important where

any information is not made available to, or accessed by anyone that is not part

of the project.

- The data collected are the data only assessed and relevant to the project from the

municipality side.

By addressing the ethical considerations, the project can give good results in an ethical

aspect.

Societal aspect
This work takes the societal aspect of privacy and cultural differences, green IT as a

target where the privacy of all data and access to the system is taken. The difference of

the culture, also taken as target as, if this system will be adapting in any region or place

in Sweden that will be acceptable and what is not be allowed is to work with the

municipality data. Green IT as this system will make Kristianstad using smart solutions

that will bring the city to the level of a smart city with minimum resources.

Chapters overview
Chapter 1 describes the project introduction. Chapter 2 The Methodology Literature

review, data collection, and analysis. Chapter 3 describes the design at a high level.

Chapter 4 describes the ML. Chapter 5 describes the result. Chapter 6 describes the

conclusion, future works
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Methodology

Introduction
The continuous change in climate is badly changing weather conditions and causing

natural disasters. Floods are the most destructive natural disasters among the all-natural

disasters which hardly affect every field of human life such as infrastructure,

transportation, agriculture, ecosystem, the socioeconomic system, and the economy [7].

A sudden movement to urban areas and its rapid growth, ever-increasing population,

and automobile industries highly contribute to climate change and increase the risk of

floods [8]. In addition, severe rainfall in the spring and morphological changes disturb

the normal flow of rivers which cause flooding [9]. Flood is the top-ranked deadly

natural disaster that causes 84% of deaths among other disasters around the world [10].

Almost every country is facing infrastructure, agriculture, and economic damage of

thousands of millions of dollars therefore governments are curious and oppressed to

develop flood management strategies. Numerous factors made the flood predictions a

complex process because of their dynamic nature such as the location, humidity level,

rainfall, flow of river water, and soil type. Consequently, the first step is to analyse all

the flood-prone areas to find very high flood probability areas in order to proper

resources allocation for flood prevention and protection. Accurate, efficient, reliable,

and powerful tools are essential for the management team to accurately predict future

floods in particular areas.

Different, early-stage short-term and long-term flood prediction techniques have been

used which are Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) and statistical methods

[11][12]. Analytic hierarchy process belongs to MCDA methods and depends on expert

knowledge, whereas, Frequency Ratio (FR), Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) [13],

Auto-regressive Moving Average (ARMA) [14], Auto-regressive Integrated Moving

Average (ARIMA) [15], and Regression Logistics (RL) belongs to statistical methods.

Statistical methods have been used for long-term prediction but are unsteady for
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short-term prediction. Also, they are complex, give low accuracy, require high

computation power, and have large data. Others, Hydrologic Energy Centre River

Analysis System (HEC-RAS) and MIKE 11 are physical models used for predicting

flood analysis but require large data, high processing power, and processing time [16].

Statistical and physically-based models’ workflow and drawbacks became the reason

for moving toward Machine Learning (ML) approaches. ML techniques are called

data-driven models which are easy to implement, get minimal inputs, formulate

nonlinear and numerical data, and never require physical processes knowledge [17].

Furthermore, ML approaches are prominent due to less complexity, fast training,

testing, and evaluation with high accuracy and low computation power as compared to

physical and statistical approaches. Several machine learning algorithms such as

Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT), Multilayer

Perceptron (MLP), Wavelet Neural Networks (WNN), and Artificial Neural Network

(ANN) have been effectively used for short and long-term flood forecasting [18][19].

Each of these approaches has their own weaknesses, pros, and cons in terms of

accuracy, performance, data acceptability, complexity, and computation power but

literature improved them with ensemble learning approach, and hybridization with other

ML, soft computing, or physical methods. The performance and accuracy of ML

algorithms depend on training, models perform as good as their training, but one model

did not perform well in every scenario such as short-term and long-term forecasting.

The basic flow of selection and building ML technique is shown in Figure 1. Early

flood prediction using machine learning falls in the supervised learning category where

models require training data related to flood events, amount of rainfall, river water level,

and weather condition of that specific area. Advancement in technology made it easy to

get real-time training data from satellites and radars, therefore, machine learning models

trained on real-time datasets provide near to actual results. There is a generic process for

all machine learning-based flood prediction techniques. The first step is to access

datasets from an authentic organization and different sensors. Then pre-process selected

data so that machine learning models are able to process it. Model selection is the most

important part of all the steps because it is important to select the most suitable machine

learning model, otherwise, one will experience bad prediction results. People proposed
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novel algorithms or configure models according to their problem or combine more than

two models to make a hybrid approach in order to improve prediction accuracy. Then

the proposed model is properly trained and evaluated on a pre-processed dataset. The

proposed approach is launched for real-world application if it performs excellently in its

training, testing, and evaluation. Machine learning approaches are efficient for early

flood prediction but there is always a trade-off between their complexity and

performance. Ensemble learning and hybrid approaches perform excellently with the

highest accuracy but they are complex, hard to implement, and require high

computation power as compared to a single algorithm. Similarly, a single algorithm

shows less prediction accuracy as compared to ensemble and hybrid but it is easy to

implement and takes less computation power. In summary, each model can never

perform excellently in every scenario, therefore, the model is selected and proposed

according to a specific problem.

Figure [1] General Process for Selecting and Building ML Model
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Literature review
Floods are the most frequent and common natural disaster worldwide that ruin countries

every year. Several flood prediction and alleviation techniques have been used but still,

there is a huge space to introduce new methodologies with ever-growing technology.

Early-stage flood prediction and mitigation are the only inexpensive way to handle such

a deadly disaster. In a machine learning context, literature consists of short-term and

long-term flood prediction techniques. Short term forecasting techniques predict early

flood disasters on an hourly and daily basis, whereas long-term predicts weekly,

monthly, and seasonally [17]. A short-term water and storm surges prediction model is

proposed in [20] which introduced ANN based methodology in their work. Proposed

technique predicts the surge levels after 5, 12, and 24 hours with the help of

hydrodynamic and meteorological data from Tottori coast, Japan. Saghafian, B., et al.

[21] studied the effect of the EL Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) climate signal on

annual floods. They proposed a new flood severity index to measure the effect of ENSO

on floods and real-time predict floods in the region of Iran. Similarly, for Haraz

watershed of northern Iran, [22] perform a comparative analysis of four Decision Tree

(DT) models, i.e., 1) Logistic Model Trees (LMT), 2) Reduced Error Pruning Trees

(REPT), 3) Naive Bayes Trees (MBT), and 4) Alternating Decision Trees (ADT), for

flash flood prediction and mapping. They trained and tested each model on a flood

dataset which contained 200 different flood locations where results show that ADT

models outperform others in hourly-based prediction. A real-time water level prediction

based on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model is introduced in [23] which states

that RNN is capable of approximating nonlinear function, therefore, this model is
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efficient for water level prediction. They implement the RNN with ANN and

Back-Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) as hybrid techniques for short-term, 10 to

60 min, floodwater prediction in Taipei City of Taiwan. Multilayer perceptron (MLP), a

class of feedforward ANN, with backpropagation is proposed for flood prediction in the

Seybouse River Basin which is located in Algeria country [24]. The National Agency

for Water Resources dataset of daily rainfall and runoff from 1986 to 2003 years were

included which contains 5400 data pairs.

Model Prediction Accuracy Region

ANN Water level Better Japan

ANN Flood Better Iran

DT Flood Good Iran

BPNN Urban Best Taiwan

MLP River flow Best Algeria

ANNs Water levels Better Sudan

LLR Reservoir level Best Turkey

RT River flow Good Australia

W-ANN Water level Best Australia

EEDM Runoff forest Best China

Table [1] Summary of literature review

Train and comparatively evaluate the performance of the MLP with ANN and multiple

linear regression where results show that proposed scheme outperform others in daily

river flow prediction. Furthermore, several techniques are in literature which were

proposed for efficient prediction of weekly, monthly, and disaster prediction. Such as;

Elsafi, S. H. [25] comparatively implemented various ANN models for seasonal water

levels prediction in the River Nile, Sudan. They collected data of 1970 to 1987 years

from the Sudan Ministry of Irrigation. Studies highlight that ANNs models per-form
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efficiently with big datasets, especially when data is incomplete. Similarly, a

comparison analysis of ANN with Local Linear Regression (LLR) is proposed in [26]

for monthly prediction of reservoir levels in Turkey. They included rainfall,

evaporation, and water level dataset of 17 years which was collected from Water and

Power Development Authority (WAPDA). Models’ comparative evaluation on data

2001 to 2004 years shows that LLR outperforms others in terms of prediction accuracy

and efficient performance. In [27], Gazendam, E., et al. proposed a Regression Tree

(RT) methodology and included floodplain forest conditions for The Murray River of

Australia’s annual flow prediction. In their study, the main focus is on floodplain forest

where they used 5 years data from 2009 to 2012. They do a comparison with ground

survey, satellite out-put, and proposed machine learning solution where proposed

approach per-form better with respect to others. Most of the machine learning

approaches have been used single with efficient data pre-processing but some

researchers’ hybrid two or more than two approaches for single task in order to improve

performance and accuracy of prediction. But there is always a trade-off between

computation power and accuracy of algorithms, hybrid and complex algorithms require

more power to perform efficiently. Similarly, Prasad, R., et al. [28] introduced a

wavelet-hybrid ANN (W-ANN) model and integrated it with Iterative Input Selection

(IIS) technique for long-term streamflow prediction. They trained a model on

streamflow water level measurements dataset of 40 years period where the model

performed excellent for flood prediction but it was complex and hard to implement

comparatively. Tan, Q. F., et al. [29] pro-posed another hybrid model of ensemble

empirical mode decomposition (EEDM) with ANN algorithm in order to improve

prediction accuracy. They apply SVM, a single ANN, proposed model for one month

ahead prediction of streamflow in different stations of China. Comparative results show

that hybrid approaches outperform others in terms of prediction accuracy. Likewise,

there is thick literature on early flood prediction with different approaches. All the

proposed solutions have their own pros and cons in terms of algorithm performance,

prediction accuracy, complexity, usability, and time.

The master thesis paper [1] As earlier work that is done at Kristianstad shows that the

water level at elevations from -2.4 m up to + 4.0 m is related to river level Helge å, as
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well as level of the sea water in the Baltic Sea. The authors used Quantum GIS (QGIS)

to calculate the flood areas; all areas are situated within +4.0 m flood area. The risk

level 5 was taken as the highest level and to identify that the author pointed to the

information about this level as provided by the object owner or collected by surveying.

The data used in this master thesis New National Elevation Model (NNH) that used to

study the resolution of 2 meters and the highs resolution data provided by Lanmäteriet

of kristianstad area, National road database (NVDB) produced by Travikverket, Objects

with important social function that made by taken 125 objects with important societal

function, Coordinate reference system and height system that is SWEREF99 ™ and

height system RH2000, Water level of flooded area that made by Danish Hydraulic

Institute (DHI) in 2013 to calculate one and two dimensional hydraulic modelling in

MIK11 and MIKE21, Flood caused by heavy rainfall it is simulation model carried out

by (DHI) and calculate the maximum water depth and divide them to three categories

degree 0.1 - 0.3 m, 0.3- 0.6 m, depth > 0.6 mand used in the consequence analysis, other

studies based on laser data in kristianstad it is risk map made by (DHI) to aim the

compare results from flood risk map on elevation data from GSD 50+ in relation to

elevation data from the primary map. The author shows the result of 125 important

scetal objects and 23 are protected by the west barrier and 92 are protected by the east

barriers. Then 10 objects are out of the risk area and 33 of those objects are providing

service to the main part of the population. The result of studying this master thesis is to

point out the history of the problem and the most important points and areas affected by

flood in Kristianstad miscibility. The master paper [1] gives important information

about the risk areas and the studies that were made before to detect the problem of

flooding in Kristianstad city.

In the thesis paper [2] the author starts by defining the purpose of the work by doing a

map of hydraulic load on Knivsta river from stormwater runoff and building a platform

for more studies of pollution loads on the river's ecosystem.

The author shows the calculation of flows from the populated areas and also from

catchment areas around it consisting of woodlands and fields and that because of the

climate change taken as an effect of the rainfall. The author simulates different return
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periods of rainfall data and returns periods of 1, 2, 10 and 50 years have been chosen to

get the result of the effect and detect climate change. The results showed the stormwater

runoff can be increasing by 11% if there is new residential area building in the drainage

area. The 50 years simulation showed that the rainfall generated 7.6 times as much

stormwater runoff for 1 hours as 1 year’s rainfall and the flooding amount is increasing

significantly because more pipes are flooding. The author used Stormwater

Management Model (SWMM) which dynamically rains in Urban areas and calculates

the flooding and AutoCAD (CAD) is Computer Aided Design that provides drawing

and design 2D and 3D) to simulate and get results. The master paper gives a good

understanding of how the rainfall can be calculated during period times and see the

effect of that, the paper points to the relationship between the building area and the

effect of the rainfall that can be considered in this project. but the two workers are not

AI/ML but they give a good understanding of the problem.

Data

Data collection

Data collection was done by investigating the sensors to get the necessary information

and data, how they worked to produce data and checking the sensor's places. The

municipality offers support through the Atea company. Atea is responsible for the

system works to show the real-time data on the municipality monitors and devices. Atea

was offering a python script that works to collect the data from the sensor. But that

script needs to be changed to get the data for this thesis. This script gives many columns

not needed in this work. Therefore, this part is done by pre-processing the data after

fetching all and saving them in the MySQL database using PHP code instead of a

python script.

There are two main sources for the data that need to be collected: Kristianstad

municipality and Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute.

Kristianstad municipality:
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By access through Atea script to get the data. Their script gives massive data about the
sensor's name, id, parentId, serial number, value, etc. But this thesis focuses on the data
shown below:

Ground (GND) Level:

This record represents the level of the water in the ground and gives some extra
information, such as how it is inherited from the parent node, temperature, battery level,
sensor name etc.

Water Level (NIVÅ) Level: 

This record gives the level of the water and the temperature in the river, sea level also
the sensor name and some extra information. 

Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) RAIN Level:

This record represents the rain, wind speed, temperature data values. In order to access
this data, the SMHI API should be accessed to get the historical rain, wind speed,
temperature data values.

Data Analysis

Ground (GND):

The ground table shows the level of the water in the ground. This table has many

columns that aren't needed for this work. That is why after fetching the data that they

need, they will save it in the database, and there are 20 sensors that are installed to get

this data. However, 12 of those sensors give data back, and the others are not producing

data because they are not configured yet. An example of this table is shown below:
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Figure [2] GND1.csv This file reads results from sensor1 and gives data about the

situation on this sensor

Water Level (NIVÅ):

The level table shows the water level in different points in the municipality and also the

sea level (NIVÅ15, NIVÅ16), those are the water level on those points, those tables

used for detecting the water level via the water level that the municipality has been

adding it as the high and low levels. The Municipality still works on the configuration

of those sensor water levels, because of that, why data is still not complete to build the

full ML. The example below shows the water level 1:
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Figure [3] Level 1, the file shows the water level in the NIVÅ1

The table shows different data such as id, thingName, thingModel, thingType, parent

Type, parentID, thingsCreated, data-type, value, timestamp. Each one of those columns

has it purpose, Table 2 show the name and the description of the header columns:

Name Description

thingId Identify the data row in the table

thingName It describes the name of the sensor

thingModel: Define the model of the thing like:
va-vattennnivå (for water level) or
va-groundvattenburunn (for groundwater)
each model has it on purpose

thingType The type address as ASSET

parentID It is id to identify the thing because the
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way they used when developing the
program was the json way

thingCreated Identifies just when the thing has been
installed

data_type One of the important fields or columns
identifies the type of the data like,
waterLevel or groundLevel.

value Represent the value of the sensor

timestamp: Identify when the data are collected from
the sensor.

Table [2] Shows the data column header

An example of those data on row with the columns name show below:

Figure [4] GND003, the file shows the water level in the GND003

The example data on the table in the database shows in Table 3:

Name Data

thingId 11ea-b446-5d8853b71150

thingName GND003

thingModel: va-grundvattenbrunn

thingType ASSET

parentID 90ef5440-e75d-11ea-b446-5d8853b7115
0

thingCreated 52621-12-02 00:18:48

data_type waterLevel

value 2.6214969726562503
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timestamp: 2021-06-24 23:59:45

Table [3] Shows the data column on the table in the database

The most important column for this thesis is data_type values. This data type identifies

the type of the water. There are two types collected, the thing name and data_type:

waterLevel that defines the water level, and waterLevelMmAdjustedRH2000 defines

the adjusted levels by the Municipality.

The sea level is defined by two sensor levels (NIVÅ15, NIVÅ16)..

Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) RAIN Level:

The below table shows the historical rain data that fetch from SMHI API. After the data

from SMHI is saved in the database, they can use it to process machine learning.

Figure [5] SMHI Rainfall data.

In order to fetch all above data, a PHP API developed that collects data needs from both

SMHI and municipality portals. The last table saved in the database provides access to

this data to develop the ML models. The figure 6 below shows the last table where the

data is saved in the database.
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Figure [6] Sensor data saved in MySQL database

The database table that fetches water level (NIVÅ) is identified by

waterLevelMmAdjustedRH2000 and includes Rain value from SMHI.

The table has below features:

id, thingName, thingModel, thingType, parentType, parentID, thingsCreated, data_type,

value, timestamp, smhi_rain, smhi_wind, smhitemp, from, to

where all data are collected in one table and then accessed from ML models via python

connection with MySQL database. There are some values not fetched due to SMHI

limitation access like smhi_wind, smhitemp, those present wind value and temperature

value.
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Machine Learning

Linear regression
It is a simple regression model that show relation between two variables, like incomes

and number per years of education, the linear regression relationship can be seen in the

formula below:

y = B0 + B1x + ε, (1.1)

where y is the dependent or response variable and x is the independent or predictor

variable. The random error (ε) is the error term in the model. The error here does not

mean that there is a mistake but is a statistical term that represents random fluctuations.

By using the values of x, y we can estimate that B0, B1 and make inferences like

confidence interval and test of hypothesis for B0, B1. also, we can forecast or predict

the value y for particular value x [30].

Multiple Linear regression
This model is more advanced, where it often takes more than one predictor variable.

Here the predict value depend on more than one values, these variables are controlled

by the experimenter, and it has below formula:

y = B0 +B1X1 +B2X2 +...+BkX2+ ε (1.2)

The parameters B0,B1,..., BK are called regression coefficients , ε provided from

random variation in y not explained by x variables. The random variation may be due

partly to other variables that affect y, but are not known or not observed.

The model provides a framework for better understanding of phenomena of interest. It

is a mathematical construct that represents the mechanism that generated the

observation at hand. This model can be used for different kinds of prediction with many

variables that have relationships together. Those models are called regression models

[30].
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Artificial Neural Network Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
ANN LSTM models one of the advanced machine learning. ANN or Artificial Neural

Network is the most intelligent network that learns fast in the machine learning areas

because connecting layers networks found a way to go deep in learning. That is called

Deep Learning, which is a fully connected network that takes input value, and that input

can affect any output value. The layers will have learnable parameters and grow in

learning. One way to connect the network is called a convolutional layer where the

assumption is that the inputs that are close to each other in the original input are

semantically related. Then more advanced deep learning comes with Recurrent Neural

Network (RNN) layers where it is allowed neural network to learning from sequences of

input and assumes here is the input evolve from sequences step to next sequences step

flowing an update rule that can be learned from data, The update rules present a

prediction of the next state in the sequence those comes previously. Because RNN can

work with arbitrary sequence update and it can forget past rapidly it will not work with

longer term connections from past, here where Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cell

show up to modify to RNN layers that allows from signals from deeper in the past to

make their way to present [31]. Figure [7] shows RNN layers and Figure [8] shows

LSTM c´Cell.

Figure [7] Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) layers [31].
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Figure [8] Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) Cells [31]
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Design

High level system design

Figure [9] High level system design
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System design
The proposed system will provide an opportunity to predict flood risk in Kristianstad

municipality, and the system will consist of below mentioned components.

As the first step of the system process, we will fetch the historical data from the Atea’s

IOT portal and SMHI APIs, and save it in the database to process and build the ML

predictions model. When finished the initial historical data fetching part. The exact

process will run periodically every 24 hours daily to fetch the latest data from APIs.

Using this method and data, we generate a model using various algorithms and methods

that predicts the water level of each point. To predict the water level of each point for a

specific date range, we have provided the forecasted rain value from SMHI API and sea

water level, groundwater level from the Atea’s IOT portal.

In order to connect the system with end users (frontend), we have built a web

application that can be used on any platform. The web application will connect with the

prediction system using an API, in this way we can build an improved fault isolation

system and we can manage the system scalability as we require. To build the entire

system we have used the following technologies.

● Python

Python is a 4th generation script language that can be used to many purposes

like, Data analyses, develop web applications, electronic devices programming

● MySQL DBMS

MySQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS) that widely use

in worldwide managing content in database

● PHP -Laravel framework

Laravel is an open source MVC framework which is based on PHP. It can be

used to develop enterprise level web applications.

● HTML5

HTML5 is used to present the contents in the web browser, also HTML5 is the

latest version of HTML that has many advanced features.

● CSS - Cascading Style Sheets
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CSS is a technology that can be used to style the HTML contents in a web

browser.

● jQuery

jQuery is a library that based on JavaScript, which can be used to dynamically

manipulate the HTML and CSS contents in a web page

● JSON - JavaScript Object Notation

JSON is a universal data interchanging format that is based on text. JSON

widely used in APIs to communicate with web and mobile platforms

Back-end components

Data fetching model

The data fetching model has 2 main components that are used to fetch data from

external APIs and save in a MySQL database. The first one is Atea’s model that is used

to fetch ground level, river level, and sea level values from the Atea portal. Other one is

SMHI model that used to fetch historical and forecasting rain values from SMHI portal

MySQL database

The MySQL database consists of a few tables that can be saved Atea sensor data, SMHI

rani values data and ANN generated model data that will be used to generate prediction

models and show the result in frontend.

ML models

In the back end there are three models that were developed to choose one of them

depending on the performance, the first models were regression models (linear and

multiple) those developed in the same way except that the input. In the linear regression

model, first step was to access MySQL database to get data using the sensor name, and

depend on that, the data are fetched as a data frame, then convert into an array, after that

splitting the array into parts and get the relevant data dropping the other unnecessary

data, then build the regression model data and result save in the database, also plot and

other files save in the folders, the dependent variable here the water level and the
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independent variable here is the rain. The other model multiple regressions used the

same technique except that the inputs here are multiple sea level, ground water level,

rain as independent variable and water level as dependent variable to fit the model.

The best result of all models was ANN LSTM, that used to connect with the front-end,

the model is developed using python and it starts by reading the data from MySQL

database using three queries each one has its own specific data the first one get the

water level, the second one sea level and the last get rain and before that there is one

query fetching the sensor name and match that with the values belong to that sensor

then get the specific values need to complete the prediction here ( Water Level, Water

level adjusted, Rain, Sea Level) and by predict those values the LSTM can forecast

water level depending on those values. According to the Kristianstad kommun, they are

currently measuring and guessing the flood risk using the water level of 32 water level

sensors located around Kristianstad city, and each sensor has a unique water level value

that shows the warning level. Comparing those 32 reference warning level values with

predicted 32 water levels values for each sensor by ANN LSTM, we can forecast the

flood risk for each sensor location. In order to make predictions on LTSM because it is

very sensitive to scale the input data and that specially when using tanh activation

functions or sigmoid the values should be scaler as 0,1 and that is called normalizing

and that done using MixMaxScaler. Then the data must be reshaped to multi-variables

and converted to an array. The LSTM used was Sequential where the network has 64

visible layer input, and 32 hidden layers with 4 LSTM blockers or neurons to define the

autoencoder and an output layer that makes single array that has prediction values, the

dropout regularisation to avoid overfitting then compile the model with adam

optimization algorithm for deep learning with loss function. batch size 16 used with

epoch 5 to fit the model after that we define 10 days as forecast and pass the current day

to predict the model and then we convert the result back to get the data in the right

format and save them in the database and file.

the algorithm that used for LSTM model:

Water level = Sea level + Ground level + Rain
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Predictions fetching API

The predictions fetching API used to fetch the all-predictions values that were predicted
by ANN model and saved in MySQL database. Also, these fetched values pass to front
end components for present to end users

Front- end components
Web application:

The web application mainly shows predicted water level forecasts charts for the coming

ten days, and at the initial stage, only kristianstad kommun has access to the web

application. So, using the water level forecast for each NIVA sensor, kommun can

decide further steps they can take according to water level. The web application

developed using PHP, CSS, HTML5, jQuery.

Figure [10] Forecast water level for next 10days in  NIVA01 sensor
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Result
The implementation of models gives good results that appeared on the last model ANN

(LSTM) where the accuracy was high and less error showed. Linear regression and

multiple linear regression both models have bad accuracy and high error and that is

dependent on the relations between water level and the rain in the first one and rain, sea

level, ground water on the second one. The forecast for 10 days on LSTM models gives

the best result where the water level can be detected for the next 10 days not like on the

other models where a 24 hours forecast is used. The ANN (LSTM) model was then used

as the best result to implement on the alert system.

Performance comparing result:

The table below shows the comparison of each model in terms of error within each

sensor. The performance of the MLs models was been studies due to those parameters

results:

● Coefficient of determination (R-squared R2): Is representing the measure

statistic of the quality of fit a regression model and the suitable value of r-square

equal 1 and the worst value is infinite. The formula to calculate R2:

R2= 1 -Y [32]Σ(𝑌𝑖 −  𝑌^ )2/Σ(𝑌𝑖 −  𝑌^ )2

Where:

Y Represent mean value of Y

Y^ Represent predicted value of Y
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● Coefficient: the coefficient represents Bi in (1.1) where these betas represent the

learned feature weight. [33]

● Intercept: the intercept B0 that shows in (1.1) is the feature weight for the

constant feature, which is always 1 for all instance and many software packers

automatically add this “1 - feature to estimate the intercept”. The intercept

reflects the predict outcomes of an instance where all features are at their mean

value. [33]

● Mean squared error (MSE): Represent the average of the squared difference

between the original and predicted values in the data set, and can be measure the

variance of residuals. The formula to calculate MSE:

MSE = [32]1
𝑁 

𝑖=1

𝑁

∑ (𝑌𝑖 − 𝑌^  )2

Where:

N represent number of predicted values

Y Represent mean value of Y

Y^ Represent predicted value of Y

Coefficient, Coefficient of determination (R2) and Intercept are shown just with Linear

and multiple regression but in ANN they are not available except mean squared error

(MSE).

Thing
Name

Linear regression Multiple regression ANN LSTM
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NIVÅ001 R2: 0.0959

MSE: 280.8562

Coefficient: 0.486

Intercept: -166.9842

R2: 0.0165

MSE:100.6393

Coefficient: 0, -0.0094,0.0027

Intercept: -164.3356

MSE: 0.2308

NIVÅ002 R2: 0.008

MSE: 13766.7072

Coefficient: 0.8926

Intercept: 956.1768

R2: 0.0478

MSE:4324.4048

Coefficient: 0, -0.1526, -1.258

Intercept: 953.3117

MSE: 0.1142

NIVÅ003 R2: 0.0587

MSE: 29776.0584

Coefficient: 4.1186

Intercept: 1116.8273

R2: 0.1405

MSE:19140.1222

Coefficient: 0,
-0.2698,18.1846

Intercept: 1067.7117

MSE: 0.1268

NIVÅ004 R2: 0.0195

MSE: 62015.229

Coefficient: -2.5931

Intercept: 578.9559

R2: 0.0535

MSE:59867.0045

Coefficient: 0,0.3008,28.4583

Intercept: 447.8573

MSE: 0.1896

NIVÅ005 R2: 0.0033

MSE: 13984.5343

Coefficient: 0.9401

Intercept: 181.337

R2: 0.0591

MSE:4495.4582

Coefficient: 0, -0.1264,
-0.6632

Intercept: 174.5329

MSE: 0.0934

NIVÅ006 R2: 0.0415

MSE: 6031.9772

Coefficient: -1.5217

R2: 0.0144

MSE:8410.0028

Coefficient: 0, -0.0923,
-1.0452

MSE: 0.1018
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Intercept: 803.4292 Intercept: 814.0301

NIVÅ007 R2: 0.0029

MSE: 13825.8274

Coefficient: 0.8562

Intercept: -100.6121

R2: 0.0698

MSE:12898.9172

Coefficient: 0,0.1197,
-11.4918

Intercept: -79.5429

MSE: 0.1586

NIVÅ008 R2: 0.0041

MSE: 18099.439

Coefficient: 0.4837

Intercept: 276.8376

R2: 0.1846

MSE:14819.8002

Coefficient: 0,0.4414,8.9737

Intercept: 181.8271

MSE: 0.1559

NIVÅ009 R2: 0.0046

MSE: 16558.5409

Coefficient: 0.3087

Intercept: 325.5631

R2: 0.1358

MSE:14376.8952

Coefficient: 0,0.4962,8.7543

Intercept: 220.9326

MSE: 0.2099

NIVÅ010 R2: -0.0045

MSE: 17126.7763

Coefficient: 0.4277

Intercept: 147.846

R2: 0.1958

MSE:13711.7196

Coefficient: 0,0.4626,7.8347

Intercept: 53.7788

MSE: 0.1902

NIVÅ011 R2: -0.0323

MSE: 3877.5579

Coefficient: 0.492

Intercept: -3213.268

R2: -0.0094

MSE:3791.5648

Coefficient: 0,0.0301,0.1432

Intercept: -3215.4375

MSE: 0.9602

NIVÅ012 R2: 0.0002

MSE: 7855.239

Coefficient: 0.4188

R2: 0.0143

MSE:7418.6618

Coefficient: 0, -0.0508,1.4743

MSE: 0.1941
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Intercept: 293.7323 Intercept: 285.0459

NIVÅ013 R2: 0.001

MSE: 135230.3347

Coefficient: -1.7994

Intercept: 1250.5598

R2: 0.261

MSE:100030.8446

Coefficient: 0,1.3245,45.9485

Intercept: 952.7596

MSE: 0.3898

NIVÅ014 R2: 0.0038

MSE: 12567.0631

Coefficient: 0.8505

Intercept: 55.595

R2: 0.1765

MSE:10387.714

Coefficient: 0,0.1794,
-19.7202

Intercept: 92.9961

MSE: 0.2593

NIVÅ015 R2: 0.0036

MSE: 17430.0413

Coefficient: 1.2265

Intercept: 163.942

R2: 0.0319

MSE:16935.3082

Coefficient: 0,0.0869, -8.0632

Intercept: 181.1911

MSE: 0.484

NIVÅ016 R2: 0.0096

MSE: 18603.1819

Coefficient: 1.0134

Intercept: 146.6596

R2: 0.0425

MSE:17985.9669

Coefficient: 0,0.1056,
-10.4538

Intercept: 166.7609

MSE: 0.4931

NIVÅ017 R2: 0.0035

MSE: 13469.5559

Coefficient: 0.7624

Intercept: 240.7461

R2: -0.0266

MSE:13876.0755

Coefficient: 0,0.0237,5.867

Intercept: 223.4241

MSE: 0.181

NIVÅ018 R2: 0.0092

MSE: 12782.9032

R2: -0.018

MSE:13133.8146

MSE: 0.1367
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Coefficient: 0.6957

Intercept: 221.2593

Coefficient: 0, -0.0049,8.6369

Intercept: 198.8887

NIVÅ020 R2: 0.0033

MSE: 4312.6806

Coefficient: 0.5226

Intercept: 11678.031

R2: 0.028

MSE:4205.8762

Coefficient: 0,0.0072,4.416

Intercept: 11666.3883

MSE: 1.1115

NIVÅ021 R2: 0.0365

MSE: 348.5165

Coefficient: -0.2924

Intercept: 1950.8413

R2: 0.0278

MSE:351.6509

Coefficient: 0,0.058, -1.484

Intercept: 1945.9229

MSE: 0.0635

NIVÅ022 R2: -0.0045

MSE: 859205.039

Coefficient: 4.7039

Intercept: 2776.3421

R2: 0.0026

MSE:853207.8804

Coefficient: 0,0.5932,3.6929

Intercept: 2710.5588

MSE: 0.4778

NIVÅ023 R2: 0.0229

MSE: 6054.505

Coefficient: -0.7721

Intercept: 1068.6506

R2: 0.2917

MSE:4389.0469

Coefficient: 0,0.2446,14.2509

Intercept: 993.6281

MSE: 0.2235

NIVÅ024 R2: -0.0006

MSE: 4501.6421

Coefficient: -0.4313

Intercept: 846.4233

R2: 0.2162

MSE:3526.4065

Coefficient: 0,0.177,10.3704

Intercept: 792.4327

MSE: 0.2551

NIVÅ025 R2: 0.0127

MSE: 1483.4569

R2: 0.0991

MSE:1353.6091

MSE: 0.2036
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Coefficient: 0.527

Intercept: 792.4984

Coefficient: 0,0.0846,4.6248

Intercept: 770.5467

NIVÅ026 R2: 0.1711

MSE: 686.1602

Coefficient: 0.7609

Intercept: 703.7173

R2: 0.0073

MSE:821.7528

Coefficient: 0,0.0366,0.426

Intercept: 700.7433

MSE: 0.3629

NIVÅ027 R2: 0.0455

MSE: 1603.5179

Coefficient: 0.9703

Intercept: 723.3268

R2: 0.0622

MSE:1575.4738

Coefficient: 0,0.0721, -0.6156

Intercept: 719.7925

MSE: 0.7268

NIVÅ028 R2: 0.0122

MSE: 354.0662

Coefficient: 0.7665

Intercept: 732.4803

R2: 0.0024

MSE:357.5855

Coefficient: 0,0.0352, -0.2666

Intercept: 731.7581

MSE: 0.4126

NIVÅ029 R2: -0.0535

MSE: 52898.6364

Coefficient: 6.9685

Intercept: -501.6104

R2: 0.02

MSE:49206.9154

Coefficient: 0,0.2378,
-13.6052

Intercept: -465.2329

MSE: 0.1632

NIVÅ030 R2: 0.0119

MSE: 45374.1369

Coefficient: 6.5557

Intercept: -2625.2019

R2: 0.0129

MSE:45330.2753

Coefficient: 0,0.2368, -3.3698

Intercept: -2619.2345

MSE: 0.3763

NIVÅ031 R2: 0.0132

MSE: 24853.77

R2: 0.0373

MSE:24244.5726

MSE: 0.356
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Coefficient: 4.7663

Intercept: -2681.755

Coefficient: 0,0.2722, -9.6758

Intercept: -2669.7475

NIVÅ032 R2: 0.0086

MSE: 7598.0815

Coefficient: 2.5931

Intercept: -3017.3201

R2: 0.0528

MSE:7258.9874

Coefficient: 0, -0.0953, -7.417

Intercept: -2972.3916

MSE: 0.589

NIVÅ033 R2: -0.0065

MSE: 1280.1227

Coefficient: -0.006

Intercept: -1219.657

R2: 0.0702

MSE:1182.499

Coefficient: 0,0.0329, -4.6401

Intercept: -1210.2485

MSE: 0.5494

Table [4] Comparing Mean errors in models

The result shows that the best performance appears when the ANN LSTM model

predicts the water level forecast for 10 days. The squared mean error shows that minor

error occurs when using ANN LSTM models, and according to this result, we have

developed the system.

The figures below show some plotting that shows the result in each model:

Linear regression models give a bad plot due to many data points that read from 3

month, the plot is not clear.
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Figure [11] show plot of predicted data via input data in NIVÅ27

Multiple linear regression shows better results because we have used 3D plots to show

the relation between sea level, rain, and ground water level.

Figure [12] show 3 D plot of rain, ground water level, sea level in NIVÅ27
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The relation can be read from water level as y axis then go to rain as x axis and sea level

as x axis and water level as y axis.

The below figure shows correlation matrix between different parameters in NIVÅ27

sensor

Figure [13] Correlation matrix between different parameters in NIVÅ27

The last model ANN LSTM gives apparent plots for forecasting data and the

performance of the model. The below figure shows the architecture that was used in the

ANN-LSTM model.
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Figure [14] ANN-LSTM model architecture
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The below figure shows the learning curve for the NIVÅ27 ANN-LSTM model.

Figure [15] Show plot of ANN-LSTM loss in training values and validation values in

NIVÅ27

According to the plot, training loss shows how the model fits existing training data, and

validation loss shows how the model fits new data. In a good fit ANN model Initially,

training and validation loss was high and then gradually decreased the loss values of

both. According to the above chart of the learning curve of the model, it is a good fit

model that can give a good result when predicting the future value of water level.
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Then the water level for previous 10 days and the forecast water level for the next 10

days

Figure [16] show the plot of water level for previous 10 days and the forecast water

level for the next 10 days in NIVÅ027-Vattentornet - * Each data point represents the

final water level value of each day.
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The below figure shows the forecasted and observation data between 2021/10/10 -

2021-10-29 (20 days).

Figure [17] show plot of forecasted and observation data between 2021/10/10 -

2021-10-29 (20 days) NIVÅ027-Vattentornet - * Each data point represents the final

water level value of each day.
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Discussion
There is need to discuss results issues in this thesis, where some important questions

appear:

- If there is any way to change the way to collect the data from the municipality's

database, that will help achieve a more efficient result faster. To access the

sensor data should have an API that follows the REST APIs standards, and the

data that return from the API should be in one format. As an example, the

current API sometimes returns the timestamp values in different orders.

- The weakness of the regression models gives an idea about the relations between

the variables. Where rain, ground level, and sea level directly affect the water

level, the idea was that those variables could affect the water level in some

sensors.

- Some sensors are not working properly as sensor 19 failed many times and

produced zero data and some sensors have missing data values for a specific

time period.

The data can be collected and analysed, and the key for that is the data type in the

sensor hierarchy, under parent, and that was very confusing. What is the parent and

why?
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Conclusion
In the conclusion of the work, an exciting system using ML and different technologies

was developed and successfully gave good results. Research questions are answered and

analysed. The system can be used as a test prototype, and depending on the actual

result, it can be adapted to the municipality work-frame. Some problems and delays

were shown up during the work, which made the job take a long time. It is best to have

work like this that gives a good idea about the municipality's sensor data because that

takes a long time. More work can be done to make the system more efficient and

powerful.

Future work
In this research, we have started developing an ANN solution to predict the flood risk in

the Kristianstad area. The future work of this research will focus on creating a model to

predict the flood pattern using a deep learning/AI approach or a mathematical formula.
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Appendix
Figure [1] to Figure [32] shows plotting of linear regression models for 32 sensors

except 19 that are not defined.

Figure [1]: NIVÅ001                           Figure [2]: NIVÅ002
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Figure [3]: NIVÅ003                              Figure [4]: NIVÅ004

Figure [5]: NIVÅ005 Figure [6]: NIVÅ006
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Figure [7]: NIVÅ007                                 Figure [8]: NIVÅ008

Figure [9]: NIVÅ009                               Figure [10]: NIVÅ010

Figure [11]: NIVÅ011                            Figure [12]: NIVÅ012
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Figure [13]: NIVÅ013                              Figure [14]: NIVÅ014

Figure [15]: NIVÅ015                                Figure [16]: NIVÅ016

Figure [17]: NIVÅ017                                  Figure [18]: NIVÅ018
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Figure [19]: NIVÅ020                                Figure [20]: NIVÅ021

Figure [21]: NIVÅ022                                  Figure [22]: NIVÅ023

Figure [23]: NIVÅ024                                Figure [24]: NIVÅ025
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Figure [25]: NIVÅ026                                  Figure [26]: NIVÅ027

Figure [27]: NIVÅ028                                   Figure [28]: NIVÅ029

Figure [29]: NIVÅ030                                  Figure [30]: NIVÅ031
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Figure [31]: NIVÅ032                                  Figure [32]: NIVÅ033
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Figure [33] to Figure [64] shows plotting of Multiple linear regression models for 32

sensors except 19 that are not defined.

Figure [33] NIVÅ001

Figure [34] NIVÅ002
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Figure [35] NIVÅ003

Figure [36] NIVÅ004
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Figure [37] NIVÅ005

Figure [38] NIVÅ006
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Figure [39] NIVÅ007

Figure [40] NIVÅ008
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Figure [41] NIVÅ009

Figure [42] NIVÅ010
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Figure [43] NIVÅ011

Figure [44] NIVÅ012
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Figure [45] NIVÅ013

Figure [46] NIVÅ014
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Figure [47] NIVÅ015

Figure [48] NIVÅ016
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Figure [49] NIVÅ017

Figure [50] NIVÅ018
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Figure [51] NIVÅ020

Figure [52] NIVÅ021
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Figure [53] NIVÅ022

Figure [54] NIVÅ023
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Figure [55] NIVÅ024

Figure [56] NIVÅ025
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Figure [57] NIVÅ026

Figure [58] NIVÅ027
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Figure [59] NIVÅ028

Figure [60] NIVÅ029
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Figure [61] NIVÅ030

Figure [62] NIVÅ031
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Figure [63] NIVÅ032

Figure [64] NIVÅ033
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Figure [65] to Figure [96] shows plotting of correlation matrix of Multiple linear

regression models for 32 sensors except 19 that are not defined.

Figure [65] NIVÅ001

Figure [66] NIVÅ002
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Figure [67] NIVÅ003

Figure [68] NIVÅ004
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Figure [69] NIVÅ005

Figure [70] NIVÅ006
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Figure [71] NIVÅ007

Figure [72] NIVÅ008
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Figure [73] NIVÅ009

Figure [74] NIVÅ010
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Figure [75] NIVÅ011

Figure [76] NIVÅ012
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Figure [77] NIVÅ013

Figure [78] NIVÅ014
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Figure [79] NIVÅ015

Figure [80] NIVÅ016
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Figure [81] NIVÅ017

Figure [82] NIVÅ018
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Figure [83] NIVÅ020

Figure [84] NIVÅ021
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Figure [85] NIVÅ022

Figure [86] NIVÅ023
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Figure [87] NIVÅ024

Figure [88] NIVÅ025
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Figure [89] NIVÅ026

Figure [90] NIVÅ027
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Figure [91] NIVÅ028

Figure [92] NIVÅ029
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Figure [93] NIVÅ030

Figure [94] NIVÅ031
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Figure [95] NIVÅ032

Figure [96] NIVÅ033
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Figure [97] to Figure [128] shows plotting of predicted values by ANN LSTM for the

next 10 days and the water level values for the last 10 days, for 32 sensors except 19

that are not defined.

* Each data point represents the final water level value of each day.

Figure [97] NIVÅ001 (LSTM)

Figure [98] NIVÅ002 (LSTM)
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Figure [99] NIVÅ003 (LSTM)

Figure [100] NIVÅ004 (LSTM)
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Figure [101] NIVÅ005 (LSTM)

Figure [102] NIVÅ006 (LSTM)
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Figure [103] NIVÅ007 (LSTM)

Figure [104] NIVÅ008 (LSTM)
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Figure [105] NIVÅ009 (LSTM)

Figure [106] NIVÅ010 (LSTM)
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Figure [107] NIVÅ011 (LSTM)

Figure [108] NIVÅ012 (LSTM)
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Figure [109] NIVÅ013 (LSTM)

Figure [110] NIVÅ014 (LSTM)
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Figure [111] NIVÅ015 (LSTM)

Figure [112] NIVÅ016 (LSTM)
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Figure [113] NIVÅ017 (LSTM)

Figure [114] NIVÅ018(LSTM)
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Figure [115] NIVÅ020 (LSTM)

Figure [116] NIVÅ021 (LSTM)
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Figure [117] NIVÅ022 (LSTM)

Figure [118] NIVÅ023 (LSTM)
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Figure [119] NIVÅ024 (LSTM)

Figure [120] NIVÅ025 (LSTM)
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Figure [121] NIVÅ026 (LSTM)

Figure [122] NIVÅ027 (LSTM)
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Figure [123] NIVÅ028 (LSTM)

Figure [124] NIVÅ029 (LSTM)
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Figure [125] NIVÅ030 (LSTM)

Figure [126] NIVÅ031 (LSTM)
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Figure [127] NIVÅ032 (LSTM)

Figure [128] NIVÅ033 (LSTM)
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Figure [129] to Figure [160] shows plotting of ANN LSTM models loss function for

training and validation data for 32 sensors except 19 that are not defined.

Figure [129] NIVIÅ001                             Figure [130] NIVIÅ002

Figure [131] NIVIÅ003                             Figure [132] NIVIÅ004

Figure [133] NIVIÅ005                             Figure [134] NIVIÅ006
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Figure [135] NIVIÅ007                             Figure [136] NIVIÅ008

Figure [137] NIVIÅ009                             Figure [138] NIVIÅ010

Figure [139] NIVIÅ011                             Figure [140] NIVIÅ012
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Figure [141] NIVIÅ013                             Figure [142] NIVIÅ014

Figure [143] NIVIÅ015                             Figure [144] NIVIÅ016

Figure [145] NIVIÅ017                            Figure [146] NIVIÅ018
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Figure [147] NIVIÅ020                             Figure [148] NIVIÅ021

Figure [149] NIVIÅ022                             Figure [150] NIVIÅ023

Figure [151] NIVIÅ024                             Figure [152] NIVIÅ025
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Figure [153] NIVIÅ026                             Figure [154] NIVIÅ027

Figure [155] NIVIÅ028                             Figure [156] NIVIÅ029

Figure [157] NIVIÅ030                             Figure [158] NIVIÅ031
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Figure [159] NIVIÅ032                             Figure [160] NIVIÅ033
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Figure [161] to Figure [192] show plots of forecasted and observation data between

2021/10/10 - 2021-10-29 (20 days) for 32 sensors except 19 that are not defined.

* Each data point represents the final water level value of each day.

Figure [161] NIVIÅ001                             Figure [162] NIVIÅ002

Figure [163] NIVIÅ003                             Figure [164] NIVIÅ004
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Figure [165] NIVIÅ005                             Figure [166] NIVIÅ006

Figure [167] NIVIÅ007                             Figure [168] NIVIÅ008

Figure [169] NIVIÅ009                             Figure [170] NIVIÅ010

Figure [171] NIVIÅ011                             Figure [172] NIVIÅ012
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Figure [173] NIVIÅ013                             Figure [174] NIVIÅ014

Figure [175] NIVIÅ015                             Figure [176] NIVIÅ016

Figure [177] NIVIÅ017                            Figure [178] NIVIÅ018
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Figure [179] NIVIÅ020                             Figure [180] NIVIÅ021

Figure [181] NIVIÅ022                             Figure [182] NIVIÅ023

Figure [183] NIVIÅ024                             Figure [184] NIVIÅ025
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Figure [185] NIVIÅ026                             Figure [186] NIVIÅ027

Figure [187] NIVIÅ028                             Figure [188] NIVIÅ029

Figure [189] NIVIÅ030                             Figure [190] NIVIÅ031
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Figure [191] NIVIÅ032                             Figure [192] NIVIÅ033
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